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The Visual Experience

As experts in the outdoors, we create inviting and safe settings that are 
celebrated for their distinct ‘sense of place’ and are uniquely relevant to 
people’s daily lives. 

We’re guided by the principle that the purpose of outdoor lighting 
is not to turn night into day, but to deliver an exceptional visual 
experience through effective, appropriate, and beautiful illumination. 
We understand that the human experience is both rational and 
emotional, and we reflect this duality in luminaire design. We ground 
our lighting in the necessity of safety and orientation, but we also 
enhance atmosphere and inspire outdoor enjoyment in sculptural and 
unexpected ways. 

We’re experts in the outdoors, innovators of the modern streetscape, 
and artists of the visual experience. 
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Catenary Solutions 

Many sidewalks, alleyways, parking lots, and rooftops have all been 
repurposed as outdoor restaurants, coffee shops, and breweries.  
Both day and night, public urban parks and smaller courtyards have 
seen an influx of gathering for a variety of daily activities. Common 
among these new outdoor spaces is the need to light them for 
nighttime use, and for these cases and more, catenary lighting excels. 

Catenary systems offer a comprehensive range of lighting suspension 
solutions, including but not limited to string lights, multiple fixtures, 
and wall to wall configurations. Key to the installation of successful 
catenary systems is the ability to withstand extreme and unpredictable 
environmental factors—seismic activity, elevation, wind and ice  
loading, and other acts of nature can all influence an application’s 
design and layout.
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Catenary Support Services

While the ambiance created by catenary lighting is often relaxed,  
there is a substantial amount of technical rigor that goes into a 
successful application. The Landscape Forms lighting team frequently 
works with clients on designing custom poles to meet codes, strength 
requirements, span distance, cable tension and weight, and wind  
and ice loads, among other factors. Especially in large-scale  
catenary applications as pole diameters increase, the pole itself 
becomes a prominent element and important consideration in a 
developing site’s character. 

Drawing from aesthetic, design, and engineering expertise, the 
Landscape Forms lighting team guides its clients throughout all stages 
of their catenary lighting projects. The team begins by performing 
engineering calculations to determine a system’s cable loads and 
bracket details, as well as providing reaction loads on poles and 
building facades for use by the base building engineer. With technical 
specifications of a system determined, Landscape Forms will then 
design and supply necessary components consisting of: Stainless 
steel cables for all cross cables with adjustment at both ends, custom 
grade stainless steel brackets at wall connections, poles with mounting 
hardware where applicable, and stainless-steel flexible mesh sock 
for binding together electrical and structural cable. And during the 
installation phase, the Landscape Forms lighting team provides site 
support and supervision throughout the allotted timeframe. 
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Project Partners

To carry out a catenary plan in the most timely and successful 
manner, the Landscape Forms lighting team requests the following 
details from its partners: A plan view of the catenary system showing 
cable locations and light fixture locations on the cable, an elevation 
view showing the height of the connection of the cables to poles and 
buildings, a cut sheet for the luminaire to be used and associated 
locations, the desired lens height of the fixtures, the allowable line sag, 
the location of the catenary system, and the expected installation date 
for the system.
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Single Cable Catenary Systems

Single cable catenary systems are the simplest and most cost-effective 
catenary suspension system. They are recommended for shorter 
spans, such as narrow alleyways, and can be used to suspend lighting 
elements between buildings or poles where a discrete lighting solution 
is required.
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Single Cable Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Single Cable Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Linear Grid Catenary Systems

Linear grid catenary systems succeed in both small and large-
scale applications. This configuration provides an ideal platform for 
suspending uniform lighting patterns, while the structured form of the 
net creates a transparent “ceiling” to informally define spaces without 
physical boundaries. Ideal for sites prone to wind and weather, the 
interdependence of the cables within the net effectively resists loads 
and enhances stability. A linear grid system’s net-like geometry and 
extensive attachment point options also provides great flexibility for the 
integration of seasonal banners and other site decorations.
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Linear Grid Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Linear Grid Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Central Spine Catenary Systems

Central spine catenary systems present lighting as an elegant 
architectural element, enhancing outdoor spaces with artistic and 
sculptural form. Often used in linear outdoor malls and dining strips, 
central spine systems feature a central chord or ribbon that spans the 
full length of the street and is connected to surrounding structures 
at regular points along its length. Designed for strength and stability, 
these systems securely hold sculptural lighting elements precisely in 
place to meet all intents.
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Central Spine Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations –  
Central Spine Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations – 
Random Central Ring Catenary Systems

Random central ring catenary systems are ideal for large, open areas 
where the availability of structure for connections may be spaced 
irregularly around the perimeter. After consideration of where the light 
is required, a cable net is designed to address sag and uplift from 
wind, a key consideration for large cable spans in wide-open areas. In 
random central ring catenary systems, junction rings typically connect 
3 or 4 cables attached at different heights on surrounding buildings to 
create a robust and stable net platform. In contrast to the linear grid 
system, the random positioning of the luminaires allows them to better 
integrate with and accentuate other elements throughout the space.
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations – 
Random Central Ring Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations – 
Random Central Ring Catenary Systems
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Common Catenary Lighting Configurations – 
Random Central Ring Catenary Systems
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Catenary Products – Arne 

Arne’s formal simplicity has international appeal and complements 
both traditional and contemporary architecture. Inspired by the work 
of renowned Danish architect and designer Arne Jacobsen, Arne 
elegantly integrates into any urban space, with multiple solutions that 
allow it to adapt to the most demanding of applications.

Distribution Types:
Type II, Type III, Type IV, Type V, Type II+II, Wide Flood, 
Flood, Medium, Spot 

Delivered Lumens: 
1900-9200lm
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Catenary Products – Arne S

The smaller Arne S luminaire creates intimate light experiences that 
bring the ambiance of indoor lighting to the outdoors. Inspired by the 
work of renowned Danish architect and designer Arne Jacobsen, is 
a reduced-size floodlight that responds to the needs of renaturalized 
urban spaces.

Distribution Types:
Wide Flood, Oval, Type II+II 

Delivered Lumens: 
800-2700lm
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Catenary Products – Gunnar

Gunnar is a unique floodlight system with functionality as versatile 
as its universally modern aesthetic. Gunnar is inspired by the work 
of neoclassical Swedish architect Gunnar Asplund. While bridging 
traditional and contemporary design language, Gunnar remains 
minimal and modern, offering a worldly aesthetic and broad versatility.

Distribution Types:
Type II, Type III, Type IV, Type V, Type II+II, Wide Flood, 
Flood, Medium, Spot 

Delivered Lumens: 
1100-4400lm
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Catenary Products – Tumbler

Tumbler’s gesture, a casual nod to the space it lights, introduces a 
friendly character into the urban landscape. Tumbler is also refined, 
with thoughtful details such as hidden connection points that speak to 
Sam Hecht and Kim Colin of London-based Industrial Facility’s design 
sensibilities.

Distribution Types:
Type V, Wide Flood, Type II+II 

Delivered Lumens: 
1700-4400lm
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